
The angular building to the very 
left of the mural is Fallingwater, the 
architectural masterpiece of Frank 
Lloyd Wright, was established in 
1936 in Mill Run, PA for the family 
of a department store owner, Edgar 
J. Kaufman.  Built over Bear Run 
waterfall, the building is stabilized 
with reinforced concrete and vertical 
features such as stairs and chim-
neys.  In order to diminish the feel-
ing of isolation, Wright’s exploding 
box structure includes expanding 
horizontal floors and ceilings, creat-
ing an element of freedom.  This 
phenomenal work was given to The 
Western Pennsylvania Conservancy 
in 1963, and is 
still open to the 
public today.   
In 1986, Paul 
Goldberger, an 
architectural 
critic from The 
New York Times 
wrote, “Falling-
water is Wright’s 
greatest essay 
in horizontal 
space; it is his 
most powerful 
piece of struc-
tural drama; it is his most sublime 
integration of man and nature.”

Have you noticed the monkeys climbing 
over the jungle gym-like feature located 
to the left of the mural? This is actually 
a Geodesic Dome was invented in 1954 
by American architect, philosopher, and 
poet, Richard Buckminster Fuller, and is 
known as the strongest, lightest and most 
economical structure ever invented. This 
sphere-like structure is based on Fuller’s 
theories on energetic-synergetic geometry, 
which he created during World War II and 
was deemed as a possible solution to 
worldwide housing shortages. The geodesic 
dome is thought of as the perfect structure 
because of its ability to withstand inclem-
ent weather conditions, such as 210 mph 
winds, and because it has 
the highest ratio of enclosed 
volume to weight. More than 
200,000 geodesic domes 
have been built since its 
introduction, one of the 
most famous being 
Epcot Center which 
is located in Disney 
World in Orlando, FL. 

FALLINGWATER

Geodesic Dome
If you strain your eyes beyond the Geode-

sic Dome, you’ll be able to see The Parthe-
non. The monument was built in Athens, 
Greece in the fifth century, B.C. after the 
Persian wars had destroyed many of the 

buildings of the Acrop-
olis. Following the 
Greek victory, a leader 
of Athens, Pericles, 
decided to build The 
Parthenon to honor the 
great military goddess, 
Athena. To accentu-
ate the grandness 

and vigor of the city of Athens, Ictinus, the 
project’s main architect, erected 8 columns 
in place of the traditional 6, on the eastern 
and western sides of the temple, and 17 
columns in place of the traditional 13 on 
the sides. This gigantic structure, made 
of 20,000 tons of marble and sculpted 
frieze depicting ancient Greek lifestyle, 
is now crumbling with age but is still a 
proud memorial of Athenian democracy.

The Parthenon

Behind, and to the right of the Geodesic Dome is Monticello, a 
retreat built by founding father Thomas Jefferson in 1768 on the 
Southwest Mountains in Charlottesville, VA. The neo-classical 

structure consists of red brick, includes a 
white dome and Doric columns, and is the 
center of a 5,000-acre plantation where 
both free men and slaves worked. Jefferson 
lived the last 17 years of his life there and 
eventually died and was buried there on 

July 4, 1826. Monticello now belongs to the Thomas 
Jefferson Foundation and is open to the public. 

Monticello

Rona Meyers, former head of the guidance department at Highlands, 
became Brady’s benefactor after she was honored as a Governor’s 
Teaching Award Recipient and given a $3,000 educational grant. Meyers decid-
ed to put the money towards Brady’s vision because she says that Highlands at 

the time, “was missing art works that enhance an oth-
erwise sterile environment.” Brady painted Meyers in 
her sports car which she used to own, being carried by 
cherubs to convey her role in his project as his “angel.”

Many Highlanders’ eyes have wandered over the library mural, relishing the break from their computer screens to wonder about the mean-
ings behind the cryptic references scattered throughout the mysterious work. Even when the mural was first put up in 1990, its creator, Richard 
Brady, a former Highlands art teacher, revealed very little about his mural and preferred to leave it up to individual 
interpretation. That is, until Brady agreed to meet with the Fling and his former co-workers in a tear-jerking re-
union to expose many of the secrets behind his captivating piece. The mural is unofficially named The Peaceable 
Kingdom after a work of art by Edward Hicks. Hicks’s piece was Brady’s inspiration for the animals in the mural, 
which he says symbolize certain former staff members. And though he failed to identify any of them, he told us 
that he is the otter (his favorite animal) in the mimic of Déjeuner sur L’herbe. Brady’s main influence was the idea 
of democracy, especially within school. Summerhill, a book about experimental teaching by A.S. Neill was one of 
Brady’s favorites and dictates his ideal educational environment that gives children the freedom to be themselves. 
In his mural, Brady believes he demonstrates his beliefs by harmoniously combining academic pieces of archi-
tecture, literature, and art with familiar sights and nature to craft a uniquely philosophical fixture at Highlands. 

Rona Meyers

Déjeuner sur L’herbe

Les Demoiselles d’Avignon

Notre Dame
Towering behind Meyers’s floating sports car is the Notre Dame de 
Paris, which was built in 1250 A.D., and is located on the eastern side 
of the Île de la Cité in Paris, France. The cathedral is the most famous 

piece of French gothic architecture and is comprised of vari-
ous ornate features, such as rose windows of stained glass, 
incredibly detailed spires, and gargoyles, which are said to 
guard the monument. Today, it is used as a Roman Catholic 
cathedral and is the seat of the Archbishop of Paris.  

Christina Holland
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Students have often pondered who the mysterious 
Eve-like woman is, pictured petting a horse with a 
snake coiled around her leg. Brady has identified 
her as one of his art students, Christina Holland who 
graduated in 1991. “I thought she would be a good 
person to draw,” Brady says, adding that Holland was 
half-Hawaiian and had an intriguing exotic look to her. 

The cheerleaders in Brady’s mural are based on Picasso’s 
controversial Les Demoiselles d’Avignon, which depicts 
five naked and contorted prostitutes at a brothel. This 
classic example of cubism was painted in 1907 and 
has been said to be one of the most influential and 
prominent pieces of art in the last 100 years. Picasso 
was inspired by Spanish wood carvings as well as tribal 
African face masks. Brady feels the cheerleaders’ dif-
ferent colored faces, symbolize the numerous races 
within the country. The letters on their sweaters read 
“SANTI” which in Sanskrit means “peace.” The banner 
combined with the words on their shirts creates Psalm 
133: 1, “Behold! How good it is to dwell together in 
unity.” Both SANTI and the Psalm reinforce the message 
and title of the entire mural: “Peaceable Kingdom.”

In front of The School of Athens tribute is Brady’s most personal section of the 
mural. It is based on Déjeuner sur L’herbe (Luncheon on the Grass), which was 

painted by Edouard Manet in 1862. Brady’s version represents the senior class 
trips he chaperoned to Lake Culvermere. While enjoying 
the outdoors, the students and teachers bonded and 
freely engaged in thoughtful discussion; Brady’s ideal 
educational atmosphere. In this specific representation, 
the monk-like man leading the conversation is former 
head of the English department, Don Ryan. The man 
in front of him wearing a blue Culvermere T-shirt is the 
present head of the English department, Bruce Emra. 

The original Déjeuner sur L’herbe and Brady’s adaptation seem to 
parallel in the controversy they cause, since the former pres-
ents two fully clothed men and two naked women having lunch, 
and the latter represents an alternative approach to teaching.   



For all of his life, Brady has had a 
fascination with and has wanted to fly 
in a hot air balloon. To this date, he has 
not achieved that goal but still hopes 
to someday. His nephew Mike Collins 
has been interested in thrilling activities such as flying 
and skydiving, and to pay homage to him and his dare 
devilish activities, Brady included him as the skydiver. 

Local Landmarks
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King Kong
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Three of New York’s most famous monuments are featured in the Bottom Right 
of Brady’s mural. The George Washington Bridge has been allowing commuters 

and tourists alike to travel over the Hudson River ever since its completion 
in 1931. The bridge connects Fort Lee, NJ to Manhattan, NY. In 1962 a 
lower deck was added onto the bridge to expedite the drive and eliminate 
traffic. It was cleverly nicknamed Martha after his wife and the original 
First Lady. Additionally, Brady painted traditional Asian architecture at the 
base of the bridge to “depict the changing culture of Fort Lee.” Once you 
cross the bridge, two famous skyscrapers are visible: the Empire State 
Building and the Chrysler Building. The Empire State building standing 102 
stories tall held the title “tallest building in the world” for roughly 40 years. 
Donned with an observation deck, numerous radio and television stations 
and flashy floodlights, the Empire State building is one of the most famous 
American monuments. Another classic skyscraper, the Chrysler building, 
held the title of tallest building in the 
world previous to the construction to 
the Empire State Building. Its archi-
tecture is unique in that much of its 

design is based off the features of a Chrys-
ler automobile. The Chrysler building is a 
stunning success for Art Deco architecture.

The cheerleaders in Brady’s mural are based on Picasso’s 
controversial Les Demoiselles d’Avignon, which depicts 
five naked and contorted prostitutes at a brothel. This 
classic example of cubism was painted in 1907 and 
has been said to be one of the most influential and 
prominent pieces of art in the last 100 years. Picasso 
was inspired by Spanish wood carvings as well as tribal 
African face masks. Brady feels the cheerleaders’ dif-
ferent colored faces, symbolize the numerous races 
within the country. The letters on their sweaters read 
“SANTI” which in Sanskrit means “peace.” The banner 
combined with the words on their shirts creates Psalm 
133: 1, “Behold! How good it is to dwell together in 
unity.” Both SANTI and the Psalm reinforce the message 
and title of the entire mural: “Peaceable Kingdom.”

“There is nothing more frightful than igno-
rance in action,” said Johann 
Wolfgang von Goethe. Most 
commonly recognized as 
the German author of Faust, 
Goethe made a name for 

himself in areas such as 
poetry, drama, literature, 
theology, humanism, sci-
ence and painting. When 
Brady went down to the 
Jersey shore, he was always 

interested in the planes that flew messages 
across the beach. He felt that the Goethe 
quote tied in nicely with the plane flying the 
message upside down: ignorance in action.

Although some have confused this dome 
with the Hackensack Courthouse, Brady 
intended it to represent the Basilica di San 
Pietro in Vaticano. The Basilica of Saint Peter 
has been said to be one of the largest church build-
ings in all of Christianity. After 220 years of labor, 
it was completed in 1626 and still stands today. 
Located in the Vatican City, this basilica serves as a 
burial ground for many bishops, popes and most fa-
mously, Saint Peter. The basilica’s dome, designed 
by one of its chief architects, Michelangelo, is one 
of the most dominant features of the Roman skyline.

In front of The School of Athens tribute is Brady’s most personal section of the 
mural. It is based on Déjeuner sur L’herbe (Luncheon on the Grass), which was 

painted by Edouard Manet in 1862. Brady’s version represents the senior class 
trips he chaperoned to Lake Culvermere. While enjoying 
the outdoors, the students and teachers bonded and 
freely engaged in thoughtful discussion; Brady’s ideal 
educational atmosphere. In this specific representation, 
the monk-like man leading the conversation is former 
head of the English department, Don Ryan. The man 
in front of him wearing a blue Culvermere T-shirt is the 
present head of the English department, Bruce Emra. 

The original Déjeuner sur L’herbe and Brady’s adaptation seem to 
parallel in the controversy they cause, since the former pres-
ents two fully clothed men and two naked women having lunch, 
and the latter represents an alternative approach to teaching.   

Elmer’s Country Store is located at the 
intersection of Lake Street and East Saddle 
River Road in Upper Saddle River. It has 
been standing since 
the 1820’s, and is 
known as the only 
store in the town. It 
originally 
served as a 
horse barn.

One of the most popular locations in Al-
lendale, Crestwood Lake, has been a town 
hotspot since the 1920’s. It facilitates 
numerous activities with a man-made lake 
complete with three diving boards, four 

docks, and even lanes for swim-
ming. The penguins in the painting 

were included as 
a reference to the 
cold temperatures 
of the water.

Many members of the faculty are rumored to be depicted 
in this right-center section of the mural which represents 
Raphael’s renaissance painting School of Athens, which 
was completed in 1510. No school actually exists, but the 
picture portrays many philosophers and the ideal intel-
lectual community in Raphael’s eyes. It is located in the 
Apolstolic Palace in the Vatican. In this depiction Aristotle 

and Plato have been replaced by the original Superintendent 
Gerald Hopkins and Principal Jack Mintzer. Also in the paint-
ing is Brady’s son Chris, featured as a soccer player (#24). 

In addition to including numerous New York momuments, Brady also paint-
ed one of the city’s most popular primates. Ever since his big screen debut 
in 1933, King Kong has been seen romping through the streets of New York 
City. Hailing from Skull Island, this misunderstood ape’s story is one of ad-
venture, action and romance. Even though in the original movie he is mowed 
down by airplanes as he scales the Empire State Building, two remakes have 

been made, including a very recent Peter Jackson creation. There have been many 
continuations including Son of Kong, King Kong vs. Godzilla, and King Kong Lives.


